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Abstract: The reform of the pension system is a cardinal and noteworthy subject in all 
countries of the European Union and it is often discussed in various scientific meetings. 
These economic and social challenges necessitate long-term government strategies, which 
need to be modelled, tested and verified. The following study describes the present pillars 
of the Hungarian pension system and goes into detail about the problems of the mandatory 
social insurance system, using demographic and statistic data. The main objective of this 
essay is to present a possible scenario of changes in the pension benefits in Hungary. It 
applies various statistics and a research based on a questionnaire on economical attitudes. 
This study consists of three parts. The first part shows the retirement security basics. The 
second part presents the pillars of the Hungarian pension system and the achievements of 
pension modelling. The third part summarizes the theoretical basics and results of the 
research project “The role of self-care in our lives”. 
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1 The retirement security basics 
Huňarian pension system is based on two main pillars: the mandatory social 
insurance system and the voluntary ̋unds [1]. The modern mandatory social 
insurance system is burdened by three serious problems which threaten the 
̋inancial balance ő the Huňarian pension system in the loň run [β]: 

• the radical ǎeiň ő the population (people become older and older) 

• the low level ő employment (there are more who ̌et assistance and less who 
pay contributions) 

• partial payment ő contributions (the state pension system operates at a loss) 

The pay as you ̌o system means that the state ̌ets a certain pension contribution 
̋rom employees every month which is distributed as bene̋its next month amoň 
the pensioners. The problem is that the capital reserve is not ensured ̋or the 
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pensions to be distributed laterĽ thus active employees only ̌et a promise ̋rom the 
state to ensure their retirement bene̋it. Pension system experts realised as early as 
around 1řř0 that the pay as you ̌o system was not sustainable ̋or loň with its 
existiň conditionsĽ the increase ő the population would not be as considerable as 
it was a̋ter the second world war. They all predicted that birth rate would be set at 
a lower levelĽ so ̋ewer people would reach their earniň years [γ]. 

Besides the ǎeiň ő population there is the problem the low proportion ő the 
actively employed population. Thoǔh the situation ő the Huňarian job market 
̌enerally improved in β01ŐĽ we still have to ̋ace various challeňes. In the third 
quarter ő β01Ő ̋ull employment reached 6β.Ř% (źU averǎe beiň 6ő.ő%)Ľ and 
unemployment rate was 7.Ő% amoň people 1őľ6Ő years old  [Ő]. Improvement ő 
the job market can be explained by the expansion ő the public employment 
prǒram and the increase ő those haviň jobs in ̋oreǐn countries. As ̋ar as loň 
term employment and employment ő youň people is concernedĽ unemployment 
rate is still very hǐh. Unemployment is a serious problem amoň women with 
youň children and amoň the Roma community. Duriň the last ̋ew years 
poverty has increased which indicates that the social sa̋ety cannot e̋̋ectively 
decrease poverty. The social and educational systems do not really contribute to 
creatiň equal treatment and equal opportunities. The health care systemĽ althoǔh 
it has ̌one throǔh considerable trans̋ormation in the last ̋ew yearsĽ is ̋aced with 
serious challeňes. The health state ő the population is rather poor and resources 
are not well exploited [ő]. 

The ̋irst two tendencies require the increase ő contribution rateĽ decrease ő the 
proportion ő pension/wǎes or the ̋urther increase ő retirement ǎe. The third 
tendency on the other hand needs makiň the pension system more attractive and 
makiň control stricter. The reasons ő avoidiň payiň contributions are vǎuely 
known and experts are carryiň out researches to ̋ind them. The radical increase 
ő the minimum wǎe requires the increase ő contributions in certain sěment ő 
the shadow economy while in other sěments there will be more unemployed and 
more people who do not pay contributions. żovernments usually do not like to 
hear about this complex problem let alone openly discuss it [6]  [7]. 

Huňary has the hǐhest contributions ̋or the minimum wǎes amoň all member 
countries ő the Ořanisation ̋or źconomic Cooperation and Development 
(OźCD) [Ř]. However minimum wǎes are not the hǐhest in Huňary. The rate ő 
state redistributionĽ especially tax centralisation exceeds by some percentǎe 
points the data ő the neǐhbouriň countries. To put it in other wordsĽ we have to 
pay more tax here in Huňary. An averǎe Huňarian tax payer pays around 60% 
ő his or her total income as a tax. 60% ő all these hǐh contributions are payed as 
wel̋are expenditure ő which almost hal̋ is spent to pay pensions [ř]. 

On the basis ő charts 1Ľ β and γĽ it can be declared that the state will soon be 
unable to ̋inance the rǐht̋ul pensions ő retired people ̋rom the contributions ő 
active employed tax payers. 
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(million) 2013 2050 

Population 9,9 9,3 

Active age (15-64) 6,75 5,426 

Number of active 4,368 3,977 

Number of elderly (65+) 1,5 2,3 

Number of 55-64 1,2 1,1 

Number of unemployed 0,2 0,2 

Number of job holders 4,0 3,3 

Chart 1. 
Chaňe in population with number ő unemployed and active job holders 

Source: źPCĽ β01ő 

On the basis ő the model ̋or the pay as you ̌o system The β01ő report ő the 
źuropean Committee describes a preľcalculation [ő]. This report sǔ̌ests that 
consideriň Huňarian conditions in β01γ there will not be sű̋icient amount ő 
pension in the ̋uture even i̋ the ̌eneral attitude to saviň chaňes. It also 
concludes that elderly people will not have enoǔh income thus we have to opt ̋or 
a ̋orm ő sel̋ provision in order to have a sű̋icient level ő income when we 
retire. 

(%) 2013 2050 

Active age 58,2 58,1 
Rate of actives 64,7 73,3 

Dependence rate of elderly (65+ / 15-64) 25 48 
Activity rate of 55-64 41,8 77,9 

Unemployment 10,3 7,5 
Employment rate 58,0 67,8 

Chart β. 
Chaňe in population with unemployment rate 

Source: źPCĽ β01ő 

Pension systems should be improved so that they are suitable and sustainable 
throǔhout the źuropean Union. In the last ̋ew years most ő the member 
countries have trans̋ormed their pension systems due to the ǎeiň ő society. 
However as the recommendation report in β01Ő sǔ̌ests ̋urther re̋orms are 
needed to make pension systems more e̋̋icient and ̋inancially sustainable. The 
con̋ormance ő pension systems should also be preserved to supply proper 
income. Consideriň the trend ő increasiň li̋e expectancy a more dynamic 
attitude has to be accepted to de̋ine the ǎe ő retirement. By systematically 
connectiň mandatory retirement ǎe to li̋e expectancy there should be a balance 
between active and retirement years [ő]. 
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(GDP %) Pension benefits All benfits 

 2010 2050 2010 2050 

Hungary 10,4 17,1 21,2 28,8 

EU-27 10,6 12,8 23,4 27 

Chart γ. 
Chaňes in pension bene̋its 

Source: źPCĽ β01ő 

2 The basics of self-care 
OźCD countries which Huňary joined in 1řř6 have as their main objective to 
help the ̌overnments ő member countries create the best economical and social 
policies possible [Ř] [ř]. Żǐure 1 depicts the main ̋rame ő di̋̋erent pension 
systems. As already mentioned Huňarian pension system has two main pillarsĽ 
the mandatory social insurance system (̌iant) and the voluntary ̋unds (dwar̋). 
Amoň the γ0 OźCD member countries only HuňaryĽ NewľZealand and Ireland 
do not have mandatory second pillar based on community and private systems [1]. 
Żǐure β depicts pension systems based on three pillars [Ř] [ř]. The nationalization 
ő private voluntary pension ̋unds was hǐhly debatedĽ althoǔh it contributed to 
the stabilization ő the pension system in Huňary.  

źxperts have di̋̋erent opinions about the e̋̋ects ő nationalization. Some say that 
at least the state could stabilize incomes and but others have completely di̋̋erent 
opinion. Those who criticise this measurement admit that private pension ̋unds 
can ̌o bankrupt any timeĽ so as many as Ő0 years ő active employment may 
produce no pension at all. On the other hand the state can in any case create 
̋inancial security ̋or pensionsĽ even by means ő political power [β]. Accordiň to 
demǒraphic ̋orecasts Huňarian population will not reach ř million by the year 
β060. It is really interestiň to observe the tendencies ő the population ő ő0 and 
Ř0 years in the ̋ollowiň years. Due to the ever increasiň li̋e expectancy the 
proportion ő people ő ő0 years and ő people ő Ř0 years will be equal. Because 
ő decrease in birth the proportion ő the active and „productive” sěment ő the 
population is becomiň less and less every yearĽ thus the ̋inancial support ő the 
quickly ̌rowiň elderly ̌eneration will be soon endaňered [10]. This process 
will chaňe the social and economical nature ő the country which briňs up 
serious challeňes. As ̋ǐure γ shows the population ő the whole źuropean Union 
̋ollows the same tendencies and the ǎe pyramid is very similar to that ő 
Huňary. 
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Żǐure 1 

Summary ő the various kinds ő retirement bene̋it systems [1] 

The previously described data prove that there is a ̌rowiň need ő sel̋ provision 
as we can only count on our own saviňs in our elderly years. The only di̋̋erence 
between voluntary pension ̋unds and private pension ̋unds is that in private ̋unds 
the amount ő contribution payed by individuals are not set by the individuals 
themselves but by the law. 

 
Żǐure β 

Pension system with γ pillars [11] 

There are two important data to be compared: averǎe wǎe and averǎe pension. 
On the basis ő this di̋̋erence it can be predicted whether we our pension bene̋it 
is ̌oiň to ensure an acceptable liviň standard.  
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Żǐure γ 

Ǎe pyramid ő total population ő źUβ7Ľ β010ľβ0ő0 [1β] 

Żǐure Ő show these tendencies in Huňary. Numbers are ̌oiň to increase but 
there will always be a di̋̋erence in the ̋utureĽ which means that averǎe wǎe 
will be hǐher than averǎe pension. 

 
Żǐure Ő 

Averǎe pension (blue)Ľ averǎe wǎe private sector (red)Ľ averǎe wǎe public sector (black)Ľ real 
income (yellow) (between β000ľβ016) [10] 
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3 “The role of self-care in our lives” questionnaire 
In hǐhly developed źuropean countries sel̋ provision has been emphasized ̋or a 
loň time [γ]. Sel̋ provision helps us to keep our personal independence and it 
shows our responsible attitude towards our ̋amily [β]. Chart Ő depicts the 
summary ő questionnaires ő the Óbuda UniversityĽ Keleti Żaculty ő Business 
and Manǎement in β01ő and β016. Questionnaires could be ̋illed in online 
(http://www.kerdoivem.hu/kerdoiv/7ř7őŘřγőβ/) or on paper. There were βββ 
questionnaires ̋illed in altǒether. 

My questions were related to pension systemsĽ pension saviňs systemsĽ sel̋ľcare 
and planniň retirement securityĽ as these elements de̋ine the ̋inancial 
bacǩrounds ő one’s ̋uture existenceĽ that isĽ the extent ő sel̋ľcare (see Chart Ő). 
The questions were ̌rouped into three catěories: 

• The role ő sel̋ľcare (saviňs); 

• Pension systems (compulsoryĽ voluntary); 

• Żinancial planniň (seekiň expert ̋inancial advice). 

The qualitative research analyses the three ̌roups separately. In order to 
understand the motivations behind our decisions [1γ] more deeplyĽ I used certain 
parts ő ̋actor analysisĽ which is a popular computer method nowadays [1Ő] [1ő]. I 
used the SPSS sőtware and help ̋rom the department to process the 
questionnaires and per̋orm the statisctical calculations [16] [17]. Di̋̋erent 
statistical analyses were per̋ormed on the three ̌roupsĽ such as averǎesĽ 
̋requencyĽ cross tabulation analysis [17]. 

Basic questions were about retirement saviňs and planniň as these can 
determine the ̋inancial bacǩround ő our ̋uture existence and our sel̋ provision. 
On the basis ő answers to questions γ and Ő ő chart Ő it can be said that youň 
people are ̌enerally well in̋ormed about the pension systemĽ however they do not 
think it is important to plan their ̋inancial situation ̋or the loň termĽ which is 
proved by the answers ̌iven ̋or question ő. Żor question ŐĽ 16.16% ő youň 
people chose „Other”Ľ which means they vote ̋or an alternative ̋orm ő ̋inancial 
planniň. „Other” means voluntary pension ̋undsĽ supplementary ̋undsĽ pension 
saviňs bank accountĽ pension insuranceĽ special li̋e insuranceĽ investment li̋e 
insuranceĽ purchase ő ̌old or real estate as a ̋orm ő investment. 

Choice ő alternatives is abundant in spite ő the small number ő answers. Youň 
people think they have several options to make a ̋oundation ̋or their ̋uture 
̋inancial situation. Naturally state pension system is mandatoryĽ however as ̋ar as 
voluntary and private ̋unds are concerned our decisions are usually made 
accordiň to our income and our emotional decisions. 
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Questions Answers Percentǎe 

1. żender   

Male 1γŘ 6βĽβ% 

Żemale ŘŐ γ7ĽŘ% 

β. Ǎe   

below βŘ 11Ř őγĽβ% 

between βřľŐŘ Ř6 γŘĽ7% 

above ŐŘ 1Ř ŘĽ1% 

γ. The role ő sel̋ľcare   

Yes 1β6 ő6ĽŘ% 

No ř6 ŐγĽβ% 

Ő. Knowleďe about the pension system   

State pension   

Yes Řβ γ6Ľř% 

No 1ŐŐ 6γĽ1% 

Private pension   

Yes 60 β7% 

No 16β 7γ% 

Other possibilities   

Yes 6β 16Ľ16% 

No 160 ŘγĽŘŐ% 

ő. Żinancial planniň   

Yes 6Ő βŘĽŘ% 

No 1őŘ 71Ľβ% 

Total number ő respondents βββ 100% 

Chart Ő. 
“The role ő sel̋ľcare in our lives” questionnaire 

Source: my own researchĽ β01ő (N=βββ) 
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Conclusions 
The actual pay as you ̌o pension system is still quite popular althoǔh it has to 
̋ace a serious crisisĽ so probably it will continue in some ̋orm or another. źxperts 
opt ̋or the mixed pension system but there is still no model everyone would 
accept as ideal. Accordiň to predictions the proportion ő active tax payers and 
pensioners will drastically chaňe. The problem ő sustainability hǐhly 
determines the possible models. The sustainability ő the pension system is 
determined by the proportion ő the employeesĽ that is tax payers and pensionersĽ 
because pensioners receive their retirement bene̋it ̋rom the contributions ő the 
active job holders. The two sides should be balanced ̋rom the point ő view ő 
macro economy. Some prőessional meetiň and discussion are needed to try to 
solve the problem ő retirement bene̋its irrespectively ő politics or economical 
position. Research is mainly done at universities even in more developed countries 
while the state only plays a supportive roleĽ as decision makers do not have time to 
work on new methods. Naturally the problems ő the pension systems that various 
experts and ̌overnment could not solve are not expected to be cleared up a simple 
essay. However it should be stated that there are possibilities to ̋orecast the 
various e̋̋ects ő the retirement pension systems. 
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